Student Assistant (E&A) ($12.07–18.61 hourly) – Geodetic Branch, Division of Engineering, Sacramento, Temporary Intermittent (Final Filing Date 05/20/2016)

**Duties:** Incumbent assists Mapping and Photogrammetry Section staff with retrieval, storage, and maintenance of materials in the Department of Water Resources photogrammetric archive, as well as in preparing flight plans, inspecting aerial photography for compliance with contract specifications, and other duties that support the mapping function of the section. Please see the attached duty statement for more details.

**Desirable Qualifications:** Ability to apply the fundamentals coordinate geometry in the design and interpretation of mapping products; ability to interpret contract specifications and review products for compliance; experience using personal computers and commercial software programs - particularly CAD and/or GIS. Knowledge and ability to apply engineering, architecture or landscape architecture classroom instruction to work situations; follow oral and written instructions and learn operating procedures and methods; satisfactorily carry out increasingly difficult assignments; do neat and accurate work; establish and maintain friendly and cooperative relations with those contacted in the course of the work.

**Special Requirements:** Applicant must be enrolled in a college level program with emphasis in engineering or earth sciences

**Benefits:** [Click here](#) to read about some of our outstanding benefits. We’re also located right next to Light Rail for an easy commute – we’ll even reimburse you for a portion of your monthly public transit pass!

**Contact:** If you have questions about this position, contact Haya Moscouplos at Haya.Moscouplos@Water.ca.gov or (916) 653-7368.

**How to Apply:** Submit a completed Standard State Application (Std. 678) and a resume to the address below. Please reference the SAP Position #50001280, Job Control #5620, and your method of eligibility in the Explanations section of your application.